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Abstract
The clinical presentation of schizophrenia involves a variety of symptoms, which in many cases
include hallucinations and delusions. Experimentally revealed alterations in both pre-pulse inhibition (PPI) and latent inhibition (LI) are also apparent in individuals afflicted with this disorder.
Many have speculated that altered synaptic connections are, in part, responsible for this subset of
behavioral abnormalities. We have previously reported that neonatal chronic low-dose injections
of domoic acid (DOM) produce adult rats with deficits in PPI and LI. The current study was conducted to determine whether this toxin-treatment would alter the degree of apoptosis occurring
in the developing brain. Results revealed significant decreases in caspase-3 within the right prelimbic cortex (PrL) in both male and female DOM-treated rats suggesting that even modest alterations in glutamate (Glu) signaling during critical periods of central nervous system (CNS) maturation will modify ontogenetic processes in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) of the juvenile rat.
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1. Introduction
Apoptosis is a form of programmed cellular death which, unlike necrosis, does not involve the release of harmful substances into the extra-cellular environment. Three main pathways are involved in apoptotic signalling: the
extrinsic pathway, the intrinsic pathway, and the perforin/granzyme. Each pathway leads to the activation of the
so termed “execution pathway”; beginning with caspase-3 activation, and involving various mechanisms of cellular death (e.g. chromosomal degradation, cytoskeletal degradation, phagocytic uptake of apoptotic bodies) (reviewed in [1]). Consequently, the quantification of activated capase-3 is a common marker for determining
apoptotic cell death (reviewed in [2] [3]).
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High levels of apoptosis occur during development as a consequence of an initial overproduction of neurons.
Estimates are that up to half of the original neuronal population is later pruned through apoptosis [4] [5]. Neurons receiving adequate stimulation through trophic support from glial cells, presynaptic cells, and steroid hormones are retained, while neurons not receiving proper stimulation are pruned [6]-[8]. This process is tightly
regulated, as excessive levels can result in over-pruning of synaptic connections while insufficient levels can
result in under-pruning of synaptic connections, with either scenario being sub-optimal for and detrimental to
normal CNS maturation.
Although appropriate cell death via apoptosis is normal and necessary, these same apoptotic processes can be
inappropriately commandeered, and are indeed implicated in cellular death which is innate to various neuropathological states/neurodegenerative disorders [9]-[11]. Inappropriate cell death also appears to be part of the underlying pathophysiology of schizophrenia (as reviewed in [12]), with reduced neuropil [13] [14], reductions in
presynaptic markers such as synaptophysin and synaptosomal-associated protein 25 [15], increased prefrontal
neuronal apoptosis inhibitor protein [16], abnormalities in prefrontal synaptic proteins such as N-ethylmaleimide
sensitive factor fusion protein and synapsin II [17] and decreased prefrontal dendritic spine density [13] being
reported in the cortex of those with schizophrenia. Additionally, others report decreased prefrontal white mater
[18] layer-specific reductions in interneurons in layer II of prefrontal cortex and in layers IIBVI of the anterior
cingulate cortex [19] and pyramidal neurons in layer IV of anterior cingulate cortex [20], reductions in neuronal
number in the nucleus accumbens (NAcc) [21] and mediodorsal thalamus [22], and reductions in oligodendrocytes and glial cells in general in the PFC [23] [24] in those with schizophrenia. Collectively these data suggest
that either increased cellular apoptosis or increased synaptic apoptosis, the latter referring to a form of apoptosis
that targets synapses and/or distal neurites without affecting the remaining portion of a neuron [25], occurs in
individuals with schizophrenia.
Although the literature clearly suggests that changes in apoptosis occur as part of the pathogenesis of schizophrenia, paradoxically, not all findings report an increase in apoptotic processes. In fact, in a review by Jarskog (2006) [26], he summarizes a number of studies that report a decrease in apoptotic markers in schizophrenia,
particularly in cases of chronic schizophrenia. He speculates that this can reflect some one, or combination of,
factors that result from an inappropriate response to an apoptotic insult or may reflect some compensatory response to earlier apoptotic processes.
In summary, alterations in programmed cell death consistently occur as a correlate in schizophrenia. Whether
apoptosis is up-regulated or down-regulated may depend on the timing of the analysis or on the chronicity of the
disorder, but clearly alterations in apoptosis reflect alterations in neuronal survival/circuitry that likely play a
significant role in the behavioral manifestations of the disorder.
We have previously reported that, as adults, rats that were chronically exposed to very low doses of DOM
during critical periods of CNS maturation, demonstrate persistent behavioural abnormalities that are consistent
with those observed within the clinical population and that are homologous with those reported in other animal
models of this disorder (reviewed in [27]). These behavioural abnormalities include deficits in PPI [28] and LI
[29] memory dysfunction [30] [31] and social withdrawal [32]. Therefore, the current study was conducted in
order to determine whether early exposure to domoate would alter apoptotic processes in the medial prefrontal
cortext (mPFC) in pre-weanling rats, thus altering the normal course of CNS maturation.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Animals and Injection Procedure
All experiments were conducted on the offspring of untimed pregnant Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River Laboratories, St Constant, QC). Dams were left undisturbed until the day of birth, which was designated as postnatal day (PND) 0. Within 24 hours of birth, litters were culled to 10 pups (5 male and 5 female, where possible)
and, using stratified-random sampling, pups from each litter were pseudo-randomly assigned to saline- or DOMtreatments.
Domoic acid, obtained from Diagnostic Chemicals Ltd. (Charlottetown, PE), was dissolved in sterile saline
with injections (s.c.) administered in a volume of 10 ml/kg. From PND 8 - 14, pups were weighed, marked for
identification (i.e., ear-notched), and given a single daily injection of 20 μg/kg DOM (i.e. a dose which has been
previously shown to be physiologically relevant, and at which produces no overt signs of behavioral toxicity)
[33] or an equal volume of saline. Litters were housed in a colony room maintained at approximately 22˚C and
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were housed under a 12 hour reverse light cycle (lights on at 07:00 h). Food and water (Purina Lab Chow) were
administered ad libitum and all procedures were conducted according to the guidelines established by the Canadian Council on Animal Care and in accordance with the Animal Care Committee at the University of Prince
Edward Island.

2.2. Tissue Collection and Sectioning
On PND 21, rats (n = 20; 5 of each sex × treatment with only one pup per each sex × treatment obtained from
each litter) were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbitol and decapitated. Brains were dissected from the
skull, stored in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 days, and then transferred to 0.08% sodium azide in phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) until sectioning. Coronal sections (50 µm) were produced in the area of the PrL (3.7 to 2.2
relative to bregma) [34], and tissue was stored in 24-well plates containing 0.08% sodium azide in PBS until
processed.

2.3. Immunohistochemical Analyses
Immunohistochemical procedures were adapted from [35] and began with a series of rinses (3 × 5 min in PBS
unless otherwise stated) followed by a 30 minute incubation in 1% hydrogen peroxide in PBS. Sections were
re-rinsed and incubated for 30 minutes in 1% sodium borohydride in PBS. Following re-rinsing, sections were
incubated in blocking solution for 30 min (5% NHS, 2% BSA, 0.2% milk, 0.5% Triton X-100 in TBS) and were
then treated with the primary antibody to active caspase-3 (rabbit anti-cleaved caspase-3; polyclonal) (Millipore,
Billerica MA, USA) at a working dilution of 1:1000 in PBS for approximately 60 hours at 4ΕC. Rinses (5 × 5
min) in TBS were then performed prior to incubation for 2 hours in biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG (Vector
Laboratories, Burlingame CA, USA) in TBS at a dilution of 1:100. Tissue was rinsed in TBS and incubated with
avidin-biotin complex (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame CA, USA) for 2 hrs. A final set of rinses in TBS was
performed, sections were floated onto slides, and the peroxidase reaction was developed using 0.2% hydrogen
peroxide in DAB for 6 minutes. Sections were then rinsed with approximately 2 mL of both PBS and distilled
water and were left to dry overnight. The following day, sections were dehydrated (3 minute rinses in 70%
EtOH, 95% EtOH, 100% EtOH, 100% EtOH, xylene, xylene before a final 45 minute rinse in xylene) and cover-slipped using Permount.

2.4. Quantification of Staining
Equivalent sections, from separate subjects, were identified using the forceps minor of the corpus callosum and
lateral ventricle as landmarks. The PrL of the mPFC was identified as being located at the midline of the brain
and exactly equidistant from the most dorsal and ventral regions of each section [34] [35]. Photographs (1000×
magnification) were taken of the left and right hemispheres of representative sections of the PrL using a digital
Cannon Rebel EOS xSi camera (Canon Canada Inc., ON, Canada) mounted on a MEIJI trinocularML5000 series microscope (MEIJI Techno America, CA, USA). Instances of immunoreactivity in the PrL, defined as dark,
punctuated somata which represent sites of caspase-3, were both manually counted and digitally quantified for
optical density measurements using ImageJ software (1.41d, NIH, USA). All quantification procedures were
conducted with the experimenter blind to the treatment of each specimen. Data obtained from the left and right
hemispheres of male and female juvenile rats were analysed using planned orthogonal comparisons (PASW Statistics 18). A result of p ≤ 0.05 indicated statistical significance.

3. Results
Results revealed statistically significant treatment effects with DOM-treated males demonstrating decreased optical density measurements in the right PrL [t(8) = −2.838, p = 0.022] (Figure 1 and Figure 2) and with DOMtreated females demonstrating decreased immunopositive cell counts in the right PrL [t(8) = −2.307, p = 0.050]
(Figure 3).
In addition to these statistically significant findings, a consistent tendency for decreased caspase-3 staining
noted in DOM-treated rats compared to their saline counterparts. This pattern held true for all data—whether
quantified using cell counting techniques, or when assessed using optical density methods—a pattern which was
notable bilaterally and for both male and female rats (Table 1).
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Figure 1. Caspase-3 immunopositive staining in the right PRL of representative male (a) SAL-treated and (b) DOM-treated
subjects.

Figure 2. Mean ± SEM for the intensity of caspase-3 staining in the right PRL or DOM- and SAL-treated male subjects.
Scores can range from 0 (lightest staining) to 1 (darkest staining). The asterisk indicates a statistically significant difference
from controls (p ≤ 0.05).

Figure 3. Mean ± SEM cell count measurement of caspase-3 staining in the right PRL or DOM- and SAL-treated female
subjects. The asterisk indicates a statistically significant difference from controls (p ≤ 0.05).
Table 1. Mean ± SEM for caspase-3 staining intensity, as quantified by optical density, and cell counts in the PRL of rats
treated neonatally with DOM and SAL. Asterisk indicates a statistically significant difference (p ≤ 0.05).
Male

Female

Measure
SAL

DOM

SAL

DOM

Right hemisphere cell count

273.4000 ± 21.8051

226.2000 ± 24.4549

225.4000 ± 17.0839

176.0000 ± 12.9151*

Left hemisphere cell count

271.6000 ± 34.2543

227.8000 ± 39.1656

249.4000 ±19.4000

205.0000 ± 20.7002

*

Right hemisphere optical density

0.0716 ± 0.0035

0.0540 ± 0.0051

0.0802 ± 0.0065

0.0714 ± 0.0122

Left hemisphere optical density

0.0596 ± 0.0035

0.0588 ± 0.0059

0.0806 ± 0.0102

0.0696 ± 0.0065
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4. Discussion

Data from the current study indicate that neonatal treatment with DOM from PND 8 - 14 (i.e. a critical period of
brain development which is approximately equivalent to the third trimester of human development) [36], resulted in decreased caspase-3 staining in the right PrL in both DOM-treated male (as demonstrated by optical
density measurements) and female (as demonstrated by cell count measurements) juvenile rats.
We believe that these findings, while modest, could serve as an important first step in mechanistically linking
our earlier reported behavioral abnormalities to their more proximal cause. Our previous reports which have
shown altered PPI [28], abnormal LI [29], social withdrawal [32], changes in emotionality [37], altered responses to novelty and drug reinforcement [38] and deficits in learning and memory [30] [31] [39] following
this early toxin-treatment regime could indeed be consequent to altered apoptotic processes. For instance, decreases in caspase-3 immunoreactivity could reflect lower levels of apoptosis during the time period assessed
(i.e. 1 week following toxin treatment). It may be that low doses of DOM provide survival signals via glutamate
receptor activation [40]. However, it is also possible that the opposite is true; that our results indicate an earlier-than-normal period of increased cell death (i.e. during the treatment regime), perhaps as a result of glutamate hyperactivity/excitotoxicity [41] [42]. Either scenario would most likely alter PFC circuitry and, in turn,
could result in the behavioural anomalies we have reported on previously.
Although much remains to be discerned with respect to the proximal cause(s) and more distal consequence(s)
of the results reported herein, we have demonstrated alterations tocaspase-3 expression in the PrL of preweanling rats. As such, these data suggest that as a consequence of this early low-dose toxin treatment, the establishment of appropriate prefrontal connections (e.g. synaptic structure and function) may be persistently altered.
Etiological validity involves recapitulating the clinical etiology of the disorder in question [43]. It is our contention that, in addition to face validity (e.g. symptom similarities), our treatment regime of neonatal chronic
low-dose DOM-exposure has inherent etiological validity as an animal model of schizophrenia due to its neurodevelopmental nature. Moreover, we believe that this validity is further strengthened by the results reported
herein.

5. Conclusion
In summary, altered caspase-3 in the PrL suggests that early domoate-treatment may result in persistent abnormalities in synaptic structure and function, a finding that is relevant in terms of improving the etiological validity of our early domoate-treatment regime as a neurodevelopmental model which may have application in
schizophrenia research. These findings provide a contextual frame-work for understanding the cognitive abnormalities that are reliably observed in adult animals that are treated neonatally with very low doses of domoic
acid during critical periods of CNS maturation.
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